
User guide: Sturm 
 

Brand: PLP student 
Model: Hannah, sturm IOS 1.3 

Product guide 

Congratulations on you new PLP student, 
Hannah sturm 1.3. Preferably referred to as 

“ Hannah”. Your new student come with so 

many convenient functions such as;  

• Encouraging the use of headphones and 

listening to music  

• Being able to feel comfortable  

• Keeping you secrets  

• Expecting the use of your own brain to create something amazing  

Getting started 

Before you access Hannah for they very first time, you are going to be 

100% sure that you brought: a pair of working headphones, a 

comfortable pair of pants, a pencil and a relaxed/positive attitude. That 
will make yours and Hannah’s day much more easy going 

Thing that make Hannah  happy: 

•  Friends.     

• Food 



• Movies 

• Dessert 

Accessibility 

Hannah has a few hours during  the day/week when she is available 

for complaints, questions and comments  (or chocolate). Hannah is 

unfortunately not always available, she is only available for the week 

( Monday to Friday) During the weekend she can be access via 

hannahs@seycove.ca,  her private phone number  or find her on social 
media and just DM her. 
  

During sleeping hours she will most likely be sleeping, occasionally 

she will be up at crazy hours of the night just lying in her bed.  

Hannah is a heavy user of social media on; TikTok, Snapchat and 

instagram and if you count Pinterest . Non for education purposes.you 

are welcome to follower here on Instagram or TikTok but she will first 
have to approve you follow request. She is also part of and 

environmental group with a instagram account, nvkidscare. it is public  

 And she does not tolerate cyber buying or the spread of hate, your 
rude and disrespectful opinions or transphobic and/or homophobic 

comments or opinions and fully supports hyping people up if they post 
fo picture of themselves looking flawless and also spreading love and  

positive energy  

Settings 

Setting 1: Person  

mailto:hannahs@seycove.ca


In person mode, which is her default setting, yo may see her leave the 

house : when forced to go to Safeway or to  voluntarily  go to a friends 

house . You may also see her hanging a round places n the 

community. ( she’s really tall on stands out like a sore thumb)  
but if with friend do not approach, she will most likely be in crazy mode. 

Around friend she is a whole different person, with her friends is where 

she feels most comfortable being her true self; silly, loud and acting 

extremely stupid. And there will be lots of laughing  

Setting 2: Sister 

In sister mode is also known as defence mode, around here sister 
(Pippa IOS 1.2) she has to start thinking smart and try and come out of 
it with Brain, mind and body movement and control still interacted. if 
you were smart I just want to get involved trust me it can get messy 

first for fighting over something stupid then you turned it into a whole 

thing and then next thing you know we’re sharing a bag of skittles and 

talking about  boys. sisters are confusing and crazy  

Setting 3: Friend  

In friend mode, also known as the best version of her self.  if she is 

with friend do not approach, she will most likely be in crazy mode. 

Around friend she is a whole different person, with her friends is where 

she feels most comfortable being her true self; silly, loud and acting 

extremely stupid. And there will be lots of laughing. She is the clown, 
she makes everyone laugh, and when there is something serious 

going on it’s will always be really hard for her to keep in the laughter. 

Warnings! 



This device may.. 

• Get  distracted during long, uninteresting speeches /lectures from  

anybody  (teachers, parents, prime ministers, grandpa) 
• Makes jokes about very serious subjects  

• And will get quit internally mad in you do not respect her presents 

and does not do what she wants you to do  

• Breaks under the influence of chocolate  

Trouble shooting  

Tips to maintain optimal performance : 

Problem Solution 

If you need help spelling a word? Go ask another person who may know 

more about spelling then i do and if you 

can’t find anyone besides me, go not to 

safari or google and maybe lookup the 

proper spelling and if there’s not wifi, 
laptop or phone than you can ask me 

and a last resort.

 If I’m being too loud and/or annoying Plot you come over to me and tell me 

to NOT shut up but to maybe lower my 

volume and please don’t think that just 
because I’m loud means I’m not good 

at keeping secrets (that’s has 

happened to me)



• Has a constant craving for chocolate( so for fill it ) 
• Needs time for herself to either; cry, hangout with friends, read 

drawn or listen to music or just stir on the floor of her room doing 

absolute nothing  

• Like Juice (cranberry, apple, orange)  
•


